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31.0 INTRODUCTION

We report the results of X-radiation experiments on satellite shielded cables

conducted at SPIRE Corporation using the SPI-PULSE 6000 Bremsstrahlung X-ray source. The

objectives of these experiments were two-fold: 1) to investigate various hardening tech-

nuques which have been proposed to reduce the X-radiation response of cables, and 2) to

verify the cable response model as implemented in the MCCABE Code (Multi-Conductor-CABIE.

The basic phenomenology of cable response to X-rays is fairly well understood and

has been reported on by several investigators. I-4) In an earlier report 5) we undertook a

parametric study to determine what cable and source parameters governed the response of

cables. Our conclusions, based on that parametric study, were that the following param-

eters were critical in determining the response of cables:

a gap size (i.e., the voids between conductors and insulation)

9 shield thickness

* number of inner conductors

e conductor materials

Of lesser importance were dielectric materials, characteristic impedance, overall size, and

photon source spectra. These conclusions are valid when the cables are in vacuum, and the

inciaent flux of x-rays is low enough such that limiting effects from accumulated fields,

built up by the kinetic charge transfer, is not sufficient to affect the charge transport.

The validity of the latter assumption has also been investigated by the authors in some

detail, 6) and we believe that for fluences up to a few tenths of cal/cm 2 (aid, a pulse width

of lOns) that limiting effects are unimportant.

Based on the present understanding of cable response specific proposals to reduce

cable response are now examined. The approach is to investigate as many different classes

of cables as possible whose parameters vary in a comprehensible way in order to isolate

those parameters which would reduce response. With a few exceptions most of the cables

tested are off-the-shelf flight-qualified cables, and therefore the hardening techniques

recommended in this report are at least feasible. Whether or not they can or should be

optimized has not been answered, but from an SGEMP hardening point-of-view the results

are encouraging.

The hardening techniques which are invest[gated here are as follows:
!

1) Reduce the size of the gaps between conductors and insulation: In practice
this is done by either using semi-rigid cables which, because of their solid
tubular construction have smaller voids than braided shield cables, or delib-
erately filling in the gaps in braided cables.

5-.



2) Increase the thickness of the cable's RF shield. This. procedure leads to
more X-ray absorption in the shield, and therefore a reduced response. In
practice, one finds that braided shields come in either single or double
wrap, and round braid or flat braid.

3) Coat the conductor-dielectric interface with conductive plastic to shunt
deposited charge in the dielectric back to the conductors.

4) Match the atomic numbers of conductors and dielectric materials in order to
reduce the amount of deposited charge.

A discussion of the test configuration and cables tested follows in Sects. 2.0

and 3.0 respectively. Photomicrographs of most cables tested are given in the Appendix.

Results are presented in Sect. 4. These include a comparison of the HCCABE model predic-

tions with experiment, The MCCABE code was originally documented in Reference 3, and has

since been updated in References 7 and 8. The main difference between the two versions is

that the electron charge transport routines were completely rewritten to handle the case of

dielectrics whose emission efficiencies were comparable to that of conductors,8 ) and also9)
the case of flashing deposited on conductors is taken into account. Reference 8 also

documents the operation of the code.

The conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.0.

,1
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2.0 TEST CONFIGURATION

2.1 Selection of Photon Simulator

The SPI-PULSE 6000 X-ray source was selected for the experiments because its

spectrum is reasonably low energy, and both fluence and waveform are fairly reproducible.

We had a choice of using the 2" or 12" cathodes, respectively, and chose the latter. This

was for two reasons: 1) we had used the 23" cathode in the past9 ) and wanted a different

(softer) spectrum to employ on the cable samples in order to make spectral comparisons;

2) the use of the larger cathode meant that straight samples of cable could be tested,

rather than coiled ones. The significance is that coiling the cables introduces gaps,

which affect the cable response considerably. This might account for the sample-to-sample

* variation of equilibrium response observed in the earlier experiments with the 2-1/2"

cathode. The disadvantage of the larger area is that the illumination is not as uniform.

The SPI-PULSE 6000 12" cathode was operated in two configurations, which we will

refer to as spectrum S and H (soft and hard), respectively. The machine operational param-

eters are summarized in Table 2.1-1.

Table 2.1-1. Operational Parameters of the SPI-PULSE 6000

SPECTRUM SPI-S SPECTRUM SPI-H

cathode size 12 " 12 "

diode gap size 1.5 cm 2.5 cm

diode charging voltage 300 kV 300 kV

tantalum converter thickness 0.0035" 0.0035"

In addition the tantalum converter was covered with a tungsten wire mesh which amounted to

about 30% coverage of the cathode.

2.2 Test Configuration

The vacuum chamber and supporting structures to hold the cable samples are shown

in Figure 2.2-1. The arrangement was designed to hold either four separate cable samples,

or a single cable bundle with a maximum of 7 instrumentation lines measuring the cable

individual wire responses. A gold calorimeter, which SPIRE Corporation had used earlier

for fluence mapping of the SPI-PULSE 6000 was used for making periodic calorimetric mea-

surements, along with two pin diodes which had been previously calibrated by Dr. J.

Wilkenfeld at IRT Corporation. The cassette structure which supported the cable samples

had sufficient lead shielding to shield the 046" OD semi-rigid instrumentation wires from

X-rays on their way back to the vacuum tank feed-through plate. The instrumentation wires

47



VACUUM TANK

TAN TALUM CONVERTER LEAD SHIELDING FOR
+ 12 1/2 CATHODE INSTRUMENTATION LINES

PIN DIODES iCABLE SAMPLES

SPI-PULSE 6000 TO SCOPES

GOLD CALORIMETER FEED THROUGH

LEAD SHIELDING OF INSTRUMENTATION
CABLE CONNECTORS LINES

Figure 2.2-1. Cable Test Configuration for the SPI-6000.
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were terminated in 50Q1, the nominal scope impedance. Four Tektronix 7844 dual beam oscil-

loscopes were employed in making the cable response measurements.

The vacuum tank was continuously monitored for air pressure, and the experiments

were conducted at pressures of less than 10-5 Torr. (A separate experiment involving

response as a function of air pressure is reported in Sect. 4.6.) Pump-down time ranged

from 30 to 60 minutes except in some cases where, in investigating semi-rigid cables, we

pumped down either overnight or over a week-end.

2.3 Source Characteristics of the SPI Pulse-6000

As mentioned in Sect. 2.1 we employed the SPI-PULSE 6000 in two configurations

labeled SPI-S and SPI-H. The SPI-S configuration (l cm diode gap) has been extensively
characterized by one of the authors O) for the situation where there is no tungsten mesh
covering the cathode. The net effect of the mesh is to reduce the fluence and does by

30%, and harden the spectrum slightly. However, a detailed recharacterizat ion of the

spectrtum, has not been performed and consequently it is assumed that the published spectrum,

reproduced in Fig. 2.3-1, is sufficientiv accurate to use in the MCCABE model for cable

response. For spectrum SPI-tt a rough guess is made at the spectrum.

0 0.8

0

0.1

0.2 -

t 01

P 0 40 90 120 160 2M

Figure 2.3-1. Spectrum SPI-S for the SPI-PULSE 6000

As mentioned above a calorimeter was used both to measure the fluence at the cable

3 cm from the cathode), pin diodes, and also TLD measurements. With knowledge of the pulse

waveform (Figure 2.3-2) one can then extract peak fluxes and dose-rates. These measure-

S ments are not independent, however, and in fact three numbers for the total dose for each

spectrum can be calculated from the following procedures: 1) that the colorimeter

\ .



1.00 NORMALIZED WAVEFORM INTEGRALS

S PI-S : 60 nsec
SPI-H: 82nsec

0.75

0.50 SPI-S SPI-H

CE

0.2

CD

to

27 0 .25
LU

T I (I0 NSEC)

Figure 2.3-2. Cable Response Waveforms for Spectra SPI-S and SPI-HI

measurements and the published spectrum and convert to rads(Si) analytically; 2) perform

TLD measurements to obtain the rads(Si); 3) take the calibrated pin-diode dose rate in

rads(Si)/sec, then integrate the time waveform to obtain the total dose (Figure 2.3-2).

The fluence and dose information is summarized in Table 2.3-1 for each of the

three methods menLioned above.

Table 2.3-1. Fluence and )ose at the Cables in the Test Configuration

Spetru Fluence Dose 7t (mca2/cm 2 (rads (Si))

calm; (1)a  i (2)) (3)

SPI-S 0.17 ± 25% I 59.5 53 4 20% 15

SPI-H 0.18 * 25% 58 20% 12

calorimeter + spectrum

b)TLD

c) pin diode + integrated waveform
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3M0 CABLE SELECTION AND PREPARATION

A wide variety of satellite cables were selected for the experiments. These are

listed in Table 3.0-1, along with their physical dimensions. Cross-sections of most of the

cables are presented in a series of photo-micrographs in the Appendix. This detailed

information is provided for two reasons: first, the data in Table 3.0-1 represents the

input to the MCCABE code which was used to make the test predictions, and secondly, other

investigators may wish to verify their own cable models, and the data and photo-micrographs

may be useful to them. Also, a summary of insulation properties which was used in the

MCCABE calculations is given in Table 3.0-2.

Briefly, the cables tested and the labels for the various classes, used in

reporting the results are as follows:

Cable Classes Labels

Solid semi-rigid

Al/Teflon/Al SR-A to SR-D
Al/KelF/Al,Al/Halar/Al SR-E, SR-F
Al/Teflon/Cu SR-G
Cu/SiO 2 /Cu SR-H
Cu/Teflon/Cu SR-I to SR-K

Braided Shield

coax, double round braid BR-A
coax, single round braid BR-B

+ solid shield
coax, single round braid BR-C to BR-E
coax, double flat braid BR-F to BR-J
twisted pairs and triples BR-J to BR-N

Hollow Semi-rigid BR-O

Braided Cable Bundles CB-A to CB-C

Shielded Ribbon Cable CB-D

Specially Prepared Cable

Conductive plastic conductor- SP-A to SP-3
insulation coating

Solithane impregnated braided SP-D
coaxial cable

$
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Table 3.0-2. Insulation properties

Insulation Chemical Formula Density (g/om3 ) Dielectric Constant

Teflon C2F4  2.19 2,1
Kapton C22H5010N2  1.43 2.42
Halar (Durasan) C4H4F3Cl 1.68 2,03
Kel-f C2F3C1 1.68 2.37
Polyolefin (Polyethylene) CH2 0.90 2.3
Kynar (PVF)b) C2H2F 1.75 2.85
S102a) S1O2  2.2 (0 .7 )a) 3°8 (1 .6)a)

a) powdered 95% S1O2 - 5% MgO in Kaman cable SR-H has an effective density and
dielectric constant shown in parentheses.

b) irradrated Kynar and polyalkene is the actual insulation used in the Raychem
cables.

All of the cables, including the conductive plastic doped cables, were off-the-

shelf varieties. The exceptions were the cable bundles, which were made up from standard

hook-up wire and shield braid in a combed lay configuration, and the solithane impregnated

cable.

Most of the cable samples had 24 cm of length exposed to the x-rays, and these

were straight. The aluminum/aluminum samples obtained from F. Hai and P. Beemer at Aero-

space Corporation were around 100 cm long and gently coiled. One end of the cable was

left floating, after being capped with copper foil. SMA connectors were used for all but

the cable bundles and the hollow semirigid and the connectors were shielded from the x-rays

with lead. Standard ITT-Cannon 50-pin connectors were used on the cable bundles.

No particular cable preconditioning procedures (such as biasing or annealing)

were employed on the cable samplez, with the following exception: the aluminum/aluminum

cable samples obtained from Aerospace had previously been irradiated in the Aerospace

Dense Plasma Focus machine, (DPF) (Cables SR-A,B,C,D and G).

In this connection it should be mentioned that a fair number of identical cables

tested here had been previously irradiated either by ourselves using the SPIRE 2-1/2" chamber

or by Aerospace using the DPF. This was done to obtain a spectral comparison of cable re-

sponse.

I7
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4.0 TEST RESULTS

A complete summary of test results for both spectrum SPI-S and SPI-H and pretest

predictions for spectrum SPI-S are given in Table 4.0-1. These results represent the total

common-mode normalized response of the wires (peak signal current divided by cable length

and peak energy flux).

In the subsections below these results are elaborated by discussing the following

topics:

* response as a function of cable type (Sect. 4.1)

* special hardening techniques for cables (Sect. 4.2)

* individual wire response of braided cable bundles (Sect. 4.3)

* spectral response of cables (Sect. 4.4)

* comparison of model results with experiment (Sect. 4.5)

4.1 Response as a Function of Cable Type

To get a clearer picture of how cables respond with respect to their various

parameters the cables are grouped together roughly according to type in Figure 4.0-1.

These results are for spectrum SPI-S and differ from those in Table 4.0-1 in being divided

by the total number of wires inside the shield. It seems only fair in comparing classes

in cables to compare the average individual wire response rather than the total common-

mode response.

Nearly three orders-of-magnitude separate the lowest response cable from the

highea;t in Figure 4.0-1. Note that the cables are grouped together in this figure roughly

as a function of cable type. Since cable response depends on several parameters, and not

on simply one alone (e.g. shield thickness, gap size, conductor materials), and many param-

0 , eters are likely to vary in going from one cable to another, this method of presentation

should be more instructive.

srn One can tell a convincing story about the variation as a function of cable type

starting with the lowest response cables and making the following comparisons:

Semi-rigid Cables vs. Braided Cables: Semi-rigid cable response is lower than

0 braided cables because they have thicker shields to absorb the x-rays, and to some extent

because they have smaller gaps between insulation and shields than do coaxial braided

cables. Note that there Is some overlap between the semi-rigid cables at the high response

end whose conductors are made of copper, and the double-braided coaxial response at the

low end, whose conductors are also made of copper.

t~18



Table 4.0-1. Total Common Mode Response of Cables 10-9Cu c m

Exp Model Exp
Cable Spectrum SPI-S Spectrum SPI-S Spectrum SPI-H

Aluminum conductor semi-rigid coaxial cables

SR-A +0.012 +0.006 +0.005

SR-B -0.04 +0.01 -0.001 -0.07 +0.02

SR-C +0.007 +0.003 -0M02 +0.04 +0.01

SR-C* -0.14 +0.07

SR-D -0.3 +0.1 -0.02 -0.24 +0.12

SR-E -0.18 +0.06 -0.06

SR-F -0.66 +0.18 -0.1 -0.6 +0.2

Aluminum shield, copper center wire semi-rigid coax

SR-G +0.24 +0.06 +0.14 -0.7 +0.2

Copper conductor semi-rigid coaxial cables

SR-H -0.12 +0.03 -0.12 +0.06
SR-I -0.30 +0.30 +0.09 -2.3 +1.2

SR-J -0.48 +0.12 +0.05 -1.9 +1.2

SR-K +0.30 +0.12

Coax, double round braid

BR-A -2.7 +0.7 -0.7 -2.8 +0.7

Coax, single round braid

BR-B -0.6 +0.2 -0.5 -1.1 +0.2

Coax, single round braid

BR-C -2.9 +0.7 -1.6 -3.1 +0.8

BR-D -4.2 +1.4 -1.0 -3.5 +0.8

BR-E -0.7 +0.2 -1.1 -0.7+0.2

Coax, single flat braid

BR-F -5.2 +1.3 -2.6 -3.7 +1.2

BR-G -0.4 +0.1 -2.7 -1.8 +0.6

BR-H -7.2 +1.8 -3.9 -5.4 +1.8

BR-I -10 +2 -6.6 -6.6 +3.0
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Table 4.0-1. Total Common Mode Response of Cables (109 Coul (Continued)cal (otiud

Exp Model Exp
Cable Spectrum SPI-S Spectrum SPI-S Spectrum SPI-H

Coax, double flat braid

BR-J +10 +2 -1.1 +6.6 +1.8

Multi-wire, double round braid

BR-K -32 +7 -22 -25+7

BR-L -20
-31 +7 -24 +7

Multi-wire single flat braid

BR-M -37 +9 -49 -33 +8

BR-N -28 +7 -38 -17 +4

Hollow semi-rigid

BR-0 -19 +2 -38 -16 +4

Low resistivity treated cables

SP-A -0.21+0.2 -0.1 2b) -0 .3/0.2a)

SP-B -1.6/+0.7 b- 1 .0/0.6a)

SP-C -0.7/+4.4 -28b) -0.4/+4.8

Solithane impregnated cable

SP-D -1.5 +0.2 -2.6 -1.6 +0.2

7 wire with linerc)

CB-A -6 +2 -3.4

7 wire without linerc)

CB-B -12.6 + 4.2 -7.1

19 wire with linerc)

CB-C -7.2 + 1.8

Ribbon cable

CB-D -23 +4

a)~
b)First peak and second peak, respectively, of bipolar response

c)No conductivity included in model
Averabe individual wire response
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Aluminum vs Copper Semi-rigid Cables: Reducing the atomic number of the electron

emitting materials has a large effect on cable response. The variation of response among

the aluminum cables themselves is fairly large, however. In addition to cable size, part

of this has to do with uncontrolled gaps at the center wire of aluminum cables which had

been reported earlier.8 ) Note that when cable SR-C whose response is positive (indicating

a center wire gap) was filled with oil (SR-C*), the response changed sign, indicating that

electrons from the shield now dominated the response. However, simply changing one of the

conductor's emission materials from aluminum to copper is not sufficient to reduce response

This is evident in cable SR-C where the shield is aluminum, but the center wire is copper.

The response is positive as expected, since the center-wire is made of a higher Z-material,

but the response is not lowered compared to the copper-copper cables.

4 Solid Dielectric Semi-rigid Cable: A possible exception is the copper/Si0

copper cable made by Kaman Sciences Corporation (SR-H). It has a slightly thicker shield

than the other SR cables and a smaller outer diameter than some. Its low response may be

attributed to tho use of a powdered silicon-dioxide/magnesium oxide dielectric which is

hermetically sealed into the cable and completely fills up the gaps. In contrast, Teflon

which tends to flow or creep, will introduce gaps upon bending.

Z-matched Conductor-dielectric Cables: The Halar, KeIF and Teflon 0.141" alumi-

num semi-rigid cables are discussed separately in Section 4.2.2 .

Shield Thickness of Braided Coaxial Cables: Onde the decision is made to go to

a round braid shield on a coaxial cable, there doesn't appear to be much correlation

between the response of single and double round braid, probably because the gap sizes

are uncontrollable. Cable BR-B (from Core) is -an exception in that is has a braid outer

shield and a semi-rigid (tubular) inner one which apparently reduces the size of the gaps.

However, flat braid cables give a higher response than round braid cables be-

cause their shields are less than half as thick (see Table 3.0-1).

Braided Twisted Pairs and TriERles: These give a larger response per wire than

braided coaxes because there is no insulation to catch the electrons emitted from the
shield (see appendix for photo-micrographs of these cables), and a larger fraction of

emitted charge will. be Induced on the center wires than in the coaxial case, even when

the amount emitted is the same in both cases.

Hollow Semi-rigid: A (spline) hollow semi-rigid (BR-0) cable which has an

enormous gap was tested. The fact that the shield emission material for this cableLwas aluminum made the cable's response a lot lower than it might have been.
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Shielded Bundles: The average individual wire response of these cables was

comparable with the twisted pairs and triples. When a shielded liner was added, the

response dropped a factor of two. A discussion of the individual wire response sep-

arately is given in Section 4.3.

Ribbon Cable: This cable (CB-D) gave a large response presumably because its

shields (there are two) were made of silver epoxy.

4.2 Hardening Approaches to Cable X-ray Response

The results of the previous section have emphasized the importance of

* conductor materials

* shield thickness

9 gap size

in controlling response of cables. In this section the possibility of deliberately

modifying cables to reduce response is discussed. Three possible hardening techniques

are discussed:

* filling in the gaps of braided cables (Section 4.2.1)

9 matching the atomic numbers of conductor-dielectric materials (Section 4.2.2)

* using conductive plastic coatings at the shield-insulation interface
(Section 4.2.3)

4.2.1 Filling the Gaps of Braided Cables

It has already been mentioned that employing a shield liner on a braided cable

bundle reduced response by a factor of two. The possibility of drawing up into the cable

a molten polyLer material such as solithane and allowing it to solidify is considered

r here. This procedure is attempted on one of our cables (PT3-33N-22, cable BR-H) which

is a single flat-braid coax (the modified version is l3belled SP-D). Recalling the

f results from Table 4.0-1 for convenience in Table 4.2.1-1 below:

Table 4.2.1-1. The Effect of Filling the Gaps of a Braided Coax

V Spectrum SPI-S Spectrum SPI-H

impregnated cable response 0.21 0.29
unmodified cable response
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the effect of the solithane is to produce a 70 to 80% reduction in the cable

response.

However, it is rather doubtful that this is a very practical technique for

hardening braided cables since the method depends on drawing up the gap-filling

material after the braid is applied, not before. But on the other hand that is not to

say that some method of laying a closer-wrapped braid on the insulation is not possible.

4.2.2 Conductor - Dielectric Z-Matching

It is not the photo-Compton current density itself that stimulates a cable

response, but the divergence of it. In principle, therefore, if one could match the

atomic number of a given conductor and the insulation which surrounds it, then the diver-

gence of the current density across an interface would be minimized as well as the rate of

charge deposition. In order to investigate this, three aluminum conductor cables which

had different dielectrics were tested: Teflon, Halar (Durosan) and Kel-F. The respective

chemical formulas for these materials are: CF2 , C4H4 F3C1, C2 F3Cl. It is the presence of

chlorine (Z = 17) in Halar and Kel F which provides for a better Z-match with the aluminum

conductors.

The nornqalized response (using spectrum SPI-S) of these three cables are shown

in the table below.

Table 4.2.2-1. Response of Aluminum Conductor 0.141" OD Semi-rigid Cables
with Z-matched Dielectrics (10-9 Coul.cm/cal)

Cable I SPI-S I SPI-H

SR-D Al/Teflon/Al -0.5 -0.4

SR-E Al/KelF/Al -0.3

SR-F Al/Halar/Al -1.1 -1.0

It can be seen that the Kel-F cable gives a slightly reduced response, but that Halar

actually increases the response over Teflon. The response for this behavior may be

expla ed as follows: it is true that the charge deposited in the Halar dielectric is

a factor of 2-3 less than in Teflon, but is turns out that the charge penetrates the

dielectric more. This is shown in Figure 4.2.2-1 where xf (x) is plotted, where f is

fraction of charge which stops in the dielectric a distance x away from the aluminum-

dielectric interface. These curves were calculated by the MCCABE Code using the Dellin-

MacCallum formalism for the charge profile at the interface.
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in dielectric at aluminum/dielectric

interface for Teflon and Halar

One concludes that reducing the deposited charge is not sufficient to reduce the response

if the reduced charge spreads out more in the dielectric. Recall that the image current

response is proportional not only to the total charge deposition rate, but also the dis-

tance the electrons travel into the dielectric. It is concluded that at least for this

class of dielectrics, Z-matching is not particularly helpful in obtaining low response

cables.

4.2.3 Conductive Plastic Coating of Shield-Insulation Interface

Another possible radiation hardening technique for cables is to coat the inter-

faces between conductors and interfaces with materials of low resistivity. The reasoning

is that the charge which is deposited in cables is usually done so near the conductor/

insulation interface that a low resistivity coating will shunt the deposited charge back

to the conductors before an image current has a chance to get established.

Fortunately it was possible to obtain some braided cables manufactured by

Raychem Corporjition which had around 4 mils of low resistivity coatings of carbon-loaded

polyethylene (conductive plastic) at the shield insulation interface. These cables are

used in microphone applications where the effect of the low resistivity material is to

reduce static. The value of the resistivity quoted by Raychem officials is on the order

of 30 0-cm, which would correspond to a time constant (EP) - of 10 - 12 sec. Such a small

time constant indicates that the shield electron emission may be shunted instantaneously

considering the radiation pulse width in our experiments. Three cables were tested.
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The first was a triax (SC-A), the second was a coax which was made by stripping the outer

shield and its insulation from the triax. (The low resistivity material in this cable was

located on the inner side of the inner shield). The third was a twisted shielded pair

(TSP). Results using spectrum SPI-S are shown in Figure 4.2.3-1 for the coax and TSP,

where for comparison a standard braided coax (RG316/U) and TSP (PT3-33F-26) have been

shown. We make the following comments:

o in both cases the treated cable gives a lower response, with the TSP nearly

an order of magnitude lower;

o both waveforms of the treated cables have the characteristic conductivity
signature, i.e., the cable response tries to follow the pulse, but is soon
overcome by the conductivity, and the signal reverses sign. Also, for the

treated coax, the response significantly outlasts the radiation pulse.

In the case of the treated TSP the competition is fierce between conductivity and shield

emission at the outset of the pulse. The positive portion of this amplitude is inter-

preted as being stimulated by the center-wire electrons that do not have the benefit of

a shunt path as do the electrons deposited near the shield.

The fact that the time constant argument made above does not work as well for

the coax is a bit distrubing. Perhaps the electrical contact between the low resistivity

material and the shield and its insulation is not as good as expected, and in any case,

according to information from Raychem officials, the quoted resistivity for conductive

plastic in the bulk is not necessarily the same as when the material is extruded onto a

cable.

Results obtained with the triax are qualitatively the same as for the coax,

except the amplitude is reduced by half an order-of-magnitude, presumably because of

the increased shielding. Finally, all three cables were also shot with spectrum SPI-H

(2.5 cm gap) and the responses were 10-20% lower due to the harder spectrum.

]i 4.3 Individual Wire Response of Braided Cable Bundles

Three custom cables were built consisting of either 7 or 19 hook-up wires in

a combed lay arrangement, and sheathed with standard braid shield. Two of the cables had

a shield inner liner of heat shrinkable tubing, but no special attempt was made to bond

the shield to the liner. The objectives were to see how the cable currents distributed

themselves in a combed lay arrangement.

Results are shown in Figure 4.3-1. The following observationb concerning the

figure are made:

1) There is generally a gradual fall-off in the response of the outermost

wires as one moves from front to back, with the wires closest to the
irradiation experiencing the largest response. This is accounted for

by the self-screening of the individual wires to the X-rays.
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Figure 4.3-1(a). Response of a 19-wire bundle
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Figure 4.3-1(b). Response of seven wire bundles,
with and without shield liner
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2) The inner wires, particularly the center wire, has a response which is
less than the outer ones. This is interpreted as capacitive screening
by the outer wires of the inner ones from the shield.

3) The model indicates that the shield emission of electrons dominates the
cable response. This is verified by the fact that the response of all
individual wires is negative.

4) The effect of the shield liner is to reduce the response by a factor of
two.

One concludes from the results that the variation of individual wire response

in a combed lay arrangement is not terribly great (a factor of 2 or 3), at least for this

kind of braided shield arrangement. This implies that one could reduce the number of indi-

vidual wire measurements in large cable bundles: Either one could make representative
individual wire measurements leaving unmeasured wires open (or terminated in 50), or

else one could combine individual wire measurements with sector current measurements,

that is, groups of wires could be joined common mode, before they are measured. The

grouping of the wires into sectors is somewhat arbitrary, but pretest modeling of the

individual wire response could resolve this.

4.4 Spectral Response of Cables

Next consider the normalized response of cables vs incident spectrum. In

order to do so one must compare the response of identical samples, and in addition it

is better to compare the responses in normalized units of Coul/rad(Si).cm rather than

Coul-cm/cal since one can show analytically that the former is less sensitive to spectra

than the latter. We will return to this point after the comparisons have been made.

In addition to the spectra obtained in this work, results are reported from

the following spectra:

* SPI Pulse-6000: 2-1/2" cathode, 200 kV diode charging voltage, obtained
from Ref. 9.

e Aerospace Dense Plasma Focus: 6 spectra, obtained from Refs. 2 and 8.

V The comparisons are made in Table 4.4-1. The spectra are ordered by the

number of rads (Si) that each spectrum yields per cal/cm 2 . In other words, reading

Table 4.4-1 from left to right, the spectra go from soft to hard.

The following observations are made concerning Table 4.4.1.

1) The results from the various spectra compare favorably, with usually much
less than an order of magnitude difference between the lowest and highest
spectral response of a given cable.

2) There doesn't appear to be any particular pattern in moving through the
spectra from soft to hard. This is probably a good thing from the stand-
point of trying to figure out how a cable will respond to an arbitrary
spectrum. 
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If the comparison had been made in normalized units Coul.cm/cal, the situation

would be different. This is demonstrated in table below for one of the braided coax

cables (BR-H)

Table 4.4-2. Comparison of Normalized Responses for Cable PT3-33N-22 (BR-H)
in Coul-cm/cal and Coul/rad(Si)cm

9lo Coul-cm\ t 14 Coul
Spectrum cal l 1 rad(Si)-cm

SPI-S -7.2 -2.4

SPI-2-1/2 -6.1 -4.7

DPF-B -1.8 -3.7

The reason why the one way of reporting is more sensitive to spectra than the

other can be seen as follows. Suppose the attenuation of the photons through the cable

is ignored and consider a monochromatic beam of photons whose incident flux is

I cal/cm -sec. The response in Coul-cm/cal will be proportional to the electron yield

in the conductor, and the incident number flux which is inversely proportioned to photon

energy. The yield is proportional both to the absorption cross-section, and the electron

range in the conductor which itself is roughly proportional to the energy. The net result

is that the Coul.cm/cal result is proportional to the conductor's cross-section, which is

strongly energy dependent. However, this is divided by the dose rate which is also pro-

portional to the cross-section of the absorbing material then the explicit energy depend-

ence cancels out, provided one assumes that rads (conductor) and rads (absorbing material)

have the same dependence on energy.

4.5 Comparison of Model Results with Experiment

The MCCABE pretest predictions are compared with the experimental common mode

results obtained using the SPI-S spectrum. The results are shown in Figure 4.5-1 where

Si the ratio (model response)/(experimental response) is plotted versus cable sample. If

i the results agree in sign, a plus is indicated; otherwise a minus is shown.

In examining the figure the following observations can be made:

1) The model results tend to be on the low side by at least a factor of 2, but

the sign for the most part is correctly predicted

2) There seems to be a pattern in the disagreement between theory and experiment.
As one moves in the direction of cables whose gaps are increasingly well

* defined, for example, the hollow semi-rigid, the agreement gets better

3) Coversely as one moves in the direction of cables whose gaps are less well
defined, as in the semi-rigid cables, the agreement gets progressively worse.
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Figure 4.5-1. Comparison of model and experimental
cable responses (SPI-S)
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Now if it is a question of a factor of two or three disagreement we are not too concerned

since there is at least that much uncertainty in the experimental fluence on the other hand

and the gap size on the other, either one of which might be adjusted to give better agree-

ment. (The experimental normalized results depend inversely on the measured fluence,

while the model results, we have shown in Refs. 3 and 5, are directly proportional to gap

size.) The fact that the hollow semi-rigid cable, which is a well-defined geometrical

entity with a huge gap that is easily measurable and yields model results within experi-

mental error gives us confidence that the basic physical model and electron transport

theory is sound.

What is disturbing however, is the aluminum seml-rigid cable comparisons, most

of the model results of which are more than an order-of-magnitude low. Since favorable

model comparisons with the Aerospace DPF results had already been made, 8) and are

reduced below in Figure 4.5-2, agreement at least as good was expected. In addition

the other experimental setup and cable samples themselves were identical with the

Aerospace arrangement. Of course, one could always adjust the gap sizes in the model,

but it hardly seems fair to use two distinct gaps in the model to predict results of

different experiments. On the other hand the response of cables with small or non-

existent gaps actually represents the difference of two large numbers, representing

shield and center-wire electron emission. If one doubles the size of the gap (say, from

Ip to 2w) one can produce more than an order-of-magnitude variation in the final result,

or even change its sign. It was seen in one experiment (cable SR-C and -C*) that filling

up the 2.5p center-wire gap with oil not only doubled the response but also changed the

Finally, we comment on the sign predictions. The model generally gets this

right. One exception worthy of comment is cable BR-J, which is a braided coax with a

foamed dielectric. Experimentally the sign is positive presumably indicating gaps at

the center wire. This cable was tested in an earlier set of experiments and the same

results were found. (Ref. 9, cable PT3-59-93.) However, when the cable was annealed

the response became negative, indicating that the foamed dielectric is somehow collapsing

onto the center wire, thus filling the gap.

4.6 Response of Cables in Air

Of some interest is the value of the air pressure inside the cable where the

"vacuum" response begins to look like a response in air. A typical vacuum response,

such as that shown in Figure 2.3-2, follows the radiation pulse, whereas the response

in air tends to be bipolar, indicating the competition between emission currents and

air shunt currents. To examine this question some cable samples were shot by varying

the tank air pressure from shot-to-shot. It should be pointed out that the air
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pressure inside the cable itself was not measured, thus leaving the question open

concerning outgassing difficulty.

The cross-over point, i.e., the air pressure where the "vacuum" response

was sufficiently distorted, came at a few Torr, but the exact value was a function

of the cable type and the size of its gap. The results are shown in Table 4.6-1

below.

Table 4.6-1. Cable response as a function of air pressure

air pressure (Torr)

Cable <10- 5  l.xl0- 3  1.15xlO-1 0.56 1.3 2 3.8

BR-H (braided coax) VAC VAC VAC VAC VAC VAC Air

SR-I (0.86" OD semi-rigid) VAC VAC VAC VAC VAC VAC Air

BR-O (hollow semi-rigid) VAC VAC VAC Air Air Air Air

The hollow semi-rigid cable has the largest gap between shield and insulation, and

therefore can develop a larger potential in vacuum at the insulation interface compared

to the other cables. The net result may be that the secondary conduction current in air

may get a better opportunity to act at lower pressures than the other cables. In any case
it is concluded that for the radiation testing of satellite qualified cables, a pressure

of <10 1 Torr is sufficient to guarantee a "vacuum-like" response.

4.7 Anomalous Cable Response

First shot anomalies are defined as occurring when the first shot peak response

of a cable is substantially larger than the Nth shot, or equilibrium shot. This question

was examined in some detail in an earlier report 9) and the conclusions at that time were

that 1) such anomalies were seen only in semi-rigid cables, and 2) that they could be

minimized if the samples were kept straight. It was hypothesized that outgassing in the

bent samples might have something to do with the anomalous response.

For the present experiments it should be noted that a considerably larger

variety of semi-rigid cables are being tested. It is of particular interest to see

whether first shot anomalies might result in the aluminum/aluminum cables. The results

are as follows: no anomalies were observed in any cables except the 0.086" OD copper/

Teflon/silver-plated copper cable. This was the same type of cable that was giving the

anomalous response in earlier investigations.9) Four separate straight, virgin, 25 cm
lengths of this cable were exposed, two to spectrum SPI-S, two to spectrum SPI-H. Only

one of the samples (in the spectrum SPT-S configuration) showed a first shot anomaly;
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the first shot response was about a factor of four above equilibrium (Figure 4.7-1). We

are not completely certain of this factor, however, since the first shot response was

only partially on-scale. The other identical sample that was sharing the cassette with

this cable did not experience this anomalous behavior, but it is interesting to note

that the equilibrium response of the former was a factor of eight lower than the cable

which had an anomalous response. This is very disconcerting since one cannot, in all

honesty, quote an equilibrium response for this cable to better than an order of magnitude.

In the samples tested in the harder spectrum, no anomalies were observed. After

taking a few shots and observed no anomalies we then pumped down over the weekend, and we

started shooting again; no noticeable change in signal was observed.

Finally we remark that an 0.086" OD cable sample was part of our air shot

testing, described in sect. 4.6. The effect of the air pressure was to reduce the cable

response, and make the signal bipolar, indicating the presence of a shunt air conduc-

tivity. Nothing like that is observed in these semi-rigid anomalies: the signal fol-

lows the pulse, but it reduces its amplitude from shot-to-shot. This casts doubt on

the idea that it is air itself which is responsible for the anomalies.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

An a ttempt has been made to pull toge the r a qua ntitative compa rison of SGE?-IP 

hardening approaches for cabl es i n Table 5. 1-1. However , there are othe r considerations 

in sel ecting cables fo r satellites then mer ely SGEMP response whic h is just on e of the 

ingr ed i ent s of the tradeoff matrix . Some of the di sadvantages of the va r ious hardening 

a pproache s a r e as follows : 

Hardenin~proach 

Inc r easing braid size 

Filling in gaps in braid cables 

Using s~mi-rigid cable 

Use solid dielectric (Si0
2

) 

Use aluminum semi-rigid 

weight 

difficulty in practice 

lack of flexibility 

cables must be he rme ti cally sealed 

difficulty i n making a nd maintaining connec tions 

One possibility tha t seems most promising and l1as ye t t o be optimized is the 

use of ··onduc tiye plas tic coa tings on t he conduc tors . Of the samples tested only tloe 

s hield- in sulation inte rfac e has been treated . One could i magine trea ting the cen ter 

wi re(s) as well. In add ition, r educing the r esistivity of the conductive plastic by an 

order of magnitud e seems possible , based on our discussions with Rayc hem. Tile main opera

tional advantage i s that it ma intains the braided cable ' s flexibility . 

We h~lieve t ha t the MCCA6E mode l of x-ray r esponse of ca bl ~s is ver ified t o 

about a factor of t wo fo r braided cables. For semi-ri~id cables the model works l ess 

we ll, and we feel that this has more to do with uncer tainties i n assigning the gaps than 

in the model itself. In any case the r e lative respo~se of cables which the MCCABE code 

predic t ed as a f unct ion o f the va r ious pa r ameters, such as s hi e ld thickness , gap size , 

mat erials, etc. has bee n verified by the e xpe rimental r esults. 

Table 5.1-1. Comparison of Hardening Approaches 

Response Reduction 
Baseline Hardening Approach (DB) 

Si ngle braid Double braid 0-12 

Braid Conductive plastic 6-16 

Braid Copper semi-rigid 4-12 

Braid Fill in gaps 12 

Braid bundle Braid coax 20 

Semi-rigid, Teflon Semi-rigid, Kel-F 4 

Semi-rigid, Teflon Semi-rigid, Si02 20 

Semi-rigid, copper Semi-rigid, aluminum 20 
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APPENDIX

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF CABLE SAMPLES

Most of the cable samples listed in Table 3.0-1 are shown in the following pages.

Under each picture is the cable identifier corresponding to Table 3.0-1. Above each

picture is the scale conversion factor which goes with the absolute scale at the bottom

of each page.

,1

pLCLD1,.G FA bliimMT A4W .
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1 DIVISION *1/.40cmnIDVSIN13

SR-A =ALUMINUM-TEFLON ALUMINUM. SR-fl ALUMINUM-TEFLON-ALUMINUM
.086" OD 5009 COAX .10"0D 50 0 COAX

1 DIVISION- 1/35 cmi 1 DIVISION- 1/22 cm

R-C -ALUMINUM-TEFLON-ALUMINUM SR-E -ALUMINUM-KELF-ALUMINUM
.10(r 00 100 1 COAX .141" OD 50 n COAX

I DIVISION - I M am 1 DIVISION - 1/28 cm

S" ALUMINUO&TEFLCOALUMINUM SNP ALUMINUM44ALAR-ALUMINM
.1410ODO50 0COAX .141"OD 0 OAXL 1 DIVISION
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1 DIVISION- 1/22cm I DIVISION -1/50cm

SR-G =ALUMINUM-TEFLON-COPPER SR-H =KOVAR-SILICON DIOXIDE-
.141" 0050 flCOAX COPPER .090"OD 500D COAX

I DIVISION- 1/35 cm 1 DIVISION-1/18 cmn

SR-I -COPPER-TEFLON-SILVER-PLATED SR-J -COPPER-TEFLON-SILVER-PLATED

COPPER .086"OD 500U COAX COPPER.141" OD 500f COAXiI DIVISION- 1/80c 1n DIVISION- 1/25cm

SR-K -COPPER-TEFLONSILVER-PLATED SR-A -DOUBLE ROUND
COPPER *046"OD 50 0 COAX BRAID COAX

SCALEr-

1 DIVISION

~ a 43



1 DIVISION =1/20cmIDVSO 1/5m

BR-B = OUTER ROUND BRAID +SOLID INNER SHIELD BR-C =RG316/U SINGLE
ROUND BRAID

1 DIVISION- 1/35 cm 1 DIVISION - 1/25 cm

BR-D =SINGLE ROUND BRAID BR-E -RG18O B/U SINGLE ROUND BRAID

1 DIVISION a1/65cm I DIVISION 1/55 cm

SR-F -SINGLE FLAT BRAID SR-G -SINGLE FLAT BRAID FOAMED DIELECTRIC

SCALE ~1 t

I DI VISION

It 44



1 DIVISION- 1/55cm I DIVISION- 1/23 cm

BR-H - SINGLE FLAT BRAID COAX BR-I - SINGLE FLAT BRAID COAX

1 DIVISION- 1/30 cm 1 DIVISION -1/1Bcm

BRJ - DOUBLE FLAT BRAID COAX BR-K , DOUBLE ROUND BRAID 3-WIRE

IDIVISION ,,1/27 cm 1 DIVISION" 1/30 cm

BR-L DOUBLE ROUND BRAID 2-WIRE BR-M - SINGLE FLAT BRAID 3 WIRE
l ~ ~~SCALE .o-:s:-'- wo i

--- 49 -

1 DIVISION

,'. 45
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I DIVISION- 1/40cm 1 DIVISION- 1l6 a

DR-N -SINGLE FLAT BRAID 2WIRE BR.O HOLLOW SEMI- RIGID
(SPLINE) COAX

I DIVISION -1/30 cm I DIVISION 1 /30 cm

IV

CS-A - COMBED 7 WIRE BUNDLE CB-B - COMBED 7 WIRE BUNDLE
WITH SHIELD LINER WITHOUT LINER

1 DIVISION - 1/10cmn 1 DIVISION- 1/40 cm

CS-C- COMBED 19 WIRE BUNDLE CS-D 8 WIRE SILVER-EPOXY
WITH SHIELD LINER SHIELDED RIBBON CABLE

SCALE r-i , I

1 DIVISION

4 46
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I

1 DIVISION- 1/25cm

SP-A - LOW RESISTIVITY TREATED

I DIVISION "1/20 cm

SP-D - SOLITHANE IMPREGNATED COAX (BR-H)

1 DIVISION- 1/30cm

SP-C- LOW RESISTIVITY TREATED 2 WIRE

1 DIVISION

47
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